
X-110 MINIATURE CHAIR – CORRECTIONS: 
 
If your chart has an asterisk after the SKU (X-110*), then all of the following corrections have been made to 
your chart.  While none of these changes effect the chair in a major way, each contributes to making the 
chart easier to read, and the chair easier to assemble! 
 
 
INSTRUCTION CORRECTIONS: 

IMPORTANT NOTE: All pieces with edges ending INSIDE the chair will be SHORTER, as they 
have NO seam allowances on the inner edge (these include three sides of the BASE SIDES piece; 
the insides (unstitched end) of the ARM SIDES, and the unstitched bottom of the BODY FRONT) .  
This is deliberate, as the CHAIR BOTTOM attaches to the longer outside edges (after the chair is 
assembled), and this bottom piece sits across all those inner constructions, so seam allowances 
would be in the way. 

 
ASSEMBLE THE BASE:  
In #8 the reference (noted in brackets) is to the seam made in the previous step, and should read #7. 
 
ASSEMBLE THE ARMS (rewritten, and additional picture added): 
9. For each arm, begin by lining up the FULLY STITCHED end of the long edge of the SIDE 

ARM with the bottom of the ARM FRONT piece.  Folding the seam allowances to the 
inside, begin joining from this bottom edge, all the up and around the top.  Note that the 
pattern of the plaid on the FRONT ARM pieces will line up with the side arm plaid, however 
the BACK ARM plaid does not line up. 

 

Fold the top diagonal seams (as shown to the right) before folding / sewing 
the side and top seams, so they all lay flat. 
 

As you sew around the top, EASE THREE STITCHES on the ARM SIDE across 
the two diagonal corner stitches on the ARM FRONT’s / BACK’s.  Repeat the 
easing on the other side, and continue down the remaining side of the ARM FRONT.  Note, that the INSIDE 
bottom edge of the ARM SIDE will end LEVEL with the seam allowances on the end pieces (all inside seams 
are shorter than seams on the outer edges of the chair). 

 
ASSEMBLING THE CHAIR BACK: 
12. Typo in the last line of the first paragraph, should read “plaid on the Side Edge will LINE up…” 

 
 
 
GRAPH CORRECTIONS: 
Minor corrections, but the following 2 items will make assembly easier! 
 

BODY SIDE EDGE: (this is the long narrow strip at the top of the pattern).  Remove the seam 
allowance from BOTH short ends  This piece is INSIDE the chair, so needs to be shorter than the 
pieces around the outside of the chair (see the IMPORTANT NOTE at the top). 

 
LEFT SIDE ARM: The centre marks on both short ends of the pattern are off centre – there 

should be 25 stitches on either side of centre. 
 
 
OPTIONAL:  the CHAIR BOTTOM piece can be left largely unstitched, if desired, as this piece 

won’t be seen (unless someone picks the chair up and turns it over).  Simply stitch the outline and 
centering marks, and cut out on the seam allowance lines.  This is an easy way to save some 
stitching time! 


